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Hello dear
friends!

70 th Anniversary of Our
School

Friends – we love them.
We can’t imagine life
without them. But they
can be difficult, can’t they?

Happy Birthday!

Here are tips for keeping
your friends:

1. Have a positive opinion of
yourself.
2. Choose well: it’s better to have
good friends than lots of people
around you.
3. Be a true friend: don’t abandon
your friends at the first sight of a
problem.
4. Treat your friends as you wish
to be treated.
5. Make your friends feel wanted:
don’t take your friends for granted
– make them feel they are special.
6. Speak: it is better to speak about
problems before it’s too late,
7. Listen: your friends won’t
continually help you out with your
problems if you have no interest
in helping with theirs.

My name is Polina Rymshina and I am a graduate of the
school 263 of the year 2015. During my studies, this school
became like a second home to me and I gained a lot of
knowledge about some physical processes and historical
events as well as the knowledge how to communicate with
each other, to work in teams and to be more independent
and diligent.
I am grateful to all my teachers who supported and helped
me. They always tried to make lessons interesting and
informative at the same time. Teaching children is not an
easy job and I really admire our teachers’ patience and
kindness. All the teachers encourage us to improve ourselves,
to overcome our laziness, to think about
our future and do our best for it.
I think I was really lucky to study in
such a good school and I believe that
my classmates think the same. Though
we all study at universities now, we still
keep in touch and often visit the school
as we miss our lovely teachers and our
favourite second home.

Polina Rymshina
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How to be a good friend?
Friends play an important role in a person’s life. Everyone has friends. They encourage us when
we are sad, they entertain us when we feel lonesome, they listen and help us when we have
problems. However, it is too hard to find a good friend nowadays. So, what person could be
named a good friend?
First of all, a good friend must be a trustworthy and loyal person. If you trust him, you can tell
him everything and needn’t worry that he can betray you.
Secondly, a true friend needs to be honest. If he is able to tell you things you should try to work
on, he definitely helps, make yourself better.
A good friend is everything. He loves, cares, he is fair, positive and happy. He will be with you
no matter what happens. That is who a good friend is for me.

Seda Gasanova, 10 A
Every day we meet new people. some of them are just people of our known but some of then
become our good friends. I would like to share my thoughts about how to become a good friend.
As for me, a good friend is a person who has the same interests and views as I have. It doesn’t
mean that he is supposed to like everything I like , it’s having the same life values.A good
friend is ready to help me whenever I need his help. He is honest, devoted, understanding,
encouraging, he respects and trusts you.Good friends entertain and cheer you up when you are
sad and lonesome, they listen to you if you have problems. Friends play a very important role in
our life. It’s a long and lonely road of life when you know you walk alone and it’s so great when
you have a real friend.

Ksenia Frolova, 10 A
Friendship is a very valuable part of our life. Frankly speaking, it’s our second family. To find a
friend and be able to maintain friendly relations with him are the most important skills for each
of us. To get a good friend you yourself should become a good friend.
Firstly, learn to listen. In most cases when your friend appeals to you with a request to discuss
his problems he doeas not need your advice, he needs to be listened to. Do not criticize, just let
your friend to talk.
Secondly, do not be a perfectionist. The man is appreciated by the unique combination of all
good and bad things in him.Learn to love not only your weaknesses but also the shortcomings
of your friends.After all, this is the part of their character without which they probably would
be quite different.
All in all, being a good friend is not always easy but true friendship is long and is worth every
efforts.

Marina Egorycheva, 10 A
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Happy Birthday Alice!
To celebrate 150 years of the publication of Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland, this exhibition in British Library explores
how Alice has captured our imaginations for so many years.

Did you know?

celebrates its 150
anniversary this year.

Lewis Carroll, author of Alice in Wonderland suffered
from a rare neurological disease that caused strange
hallucinations. The disease was later named Alice in
Wonderland Syndrome.

Who said these in
the book?

A special 4K hi-def camera called a Dulsawith 4,000 lines of
resolution was used to shoot Helena Bonham Carter’s Red
Queen to enable her head to beblown up to twicw its size in
post-production without losing any image quality.
Before creating the White Rabbit, animators spent a day at a
rabbit shelter for abandoned rabbits, observing the animals
and shooting photo reference footage to ensure they captured
the nuances of rabbits chewing and wriggling their noses.
Very few real sets were built for Wonderland. In fact, only
three versions of the Round Hall (where Alice ends up after
falling down the rabbit hole) and the Red Queen’s dungeon

1.

2.

were practical sets. The rest were created digitally.
The alternative titles for Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
were Alice among the Fairies and Alice’s Golden Hour.
Some of the book's adventures may have been based on or
influenced by people, situations, and buildings in Oxford
and at Christ Church. For example, the "Rabbit Hole"
symbolised the actual stairs in the back of the main hall in
Christ Church. A carving of a griffon and rabbit may have
provided inspiration for the tale, as seen in Ripon Cathedral,
where Carroll's father was a canon.
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The world is so full
of a number of things,
I’m sure we should all be
as happy as kings.
R.L. Stevenson

Natural Wonders of Russia
The Valley of Geysers

In Ghana children are named
after the day of the week on
which they were born. Former
UN Secretary General Kofi
Annan was born on Friday, he’s
so called.

Every year the population of
Russia decreases by one million
people. If this goes on, then by
2050 the biggest country in the
world will have fewer people
than Yemen.

In the spring of 1941, an amazing valley was discovered on the
Kamchatka peninsula. Now it’s called the Valley of Geysers. It’s
full of hot springs, geysers, waterfalls and lakes. In the heart of the
valley, flows the Geyzernaya River.
Some geysers have names – Velikan (Giant), Zhemchuzhny
(Pearly), Krepost (Fortress), Sakharny (Sugary), Vorota Ada (Gate
of Hell). The geyser Velikan can shoot water as high as 40 metres.
The Vorota Ada geyser produces mysterious underground noise.
Some geysers erupt 10-12 minutes, others push water into the air
every 4-5 hours. Steam columns rise as high as 300 metres!
Even the ground under your feet is unusual. Plants and bacteria
living in hot water have painted the hills and slopes of the valley
in different colours.

Moscow State University is the
tallest educational building
in the world. It is 240 metres
tall, has 32 floors and 40,000
rooms.

If you use the same pencil to
take a test that you used for
studying for the test, the pencil
will remember the answers.
That’s
what
experienced
American students say.

Alexander Mal’kov, 7B

Учредитель: ГБОУ СОШ № 263 с углублённым изучением английского языка
Руководитель проекта: Гильманова Зинфира Мадияровна
Участники проекта: учителя кафедры иностранных языков, учащиеся ГБОУ СОШ № 263
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